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Twelve different equiatomic ﬁve-metal carbides of group IVB, VB, and VIB refractory transition metals are
synthesized via high-energy ball milling and spark plasma sintering. Implementation of a newly
developed ab initio entropy descriptor aids in selection of candidate compositions for synthesis of high
entropy and entropy stabilized carbides. Phase formation and composition uniformity are analyzed via
XRD, EDS, S/TEM-EDS, and EXAFS. Nine of the twelve candidates form true single-phase materials with
the rocksalt (B1) structure when sintered at 2473 K and can therefore be investigated as high entropy
carbides (HECs). The composition (V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2Mo0.2W0.2)C is presented as a likely candidate for further
investigation as an entropy stabilized carbide. Seven of the carbides are examined for mechanical
properties via nanoindentation. The HECs show signiﬁcantly enhanced hardness when compared to a
rule of mixtures average of the constituent binary carbides and to the highest hardness of the binary
constituents. The mechanical properties are correlated to the electronic structure of the solid solutions,
offering a future route to tunability of the mechanical properties of carbide ceramics via exploration of a
new complex composition space.
© 2018 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Ultra-high temperature materials are generally deﬁned as materials with melting temperatures 3300 K - a quality that is
currently limited to a list of about 15 elements or compounds [1,2].
Of these, the carbides, nitrides, oxides, and borides comprise a class
of materials called ultra-high temperature ceramics (UHTCs).
Recently, driven by the increasingly more demanding operating
conditions in structural applications, such as next generation nuclear reactors, rocket nozzles, and hypersonic vehicle leading edges,
there has been a resurgence in the research and development of
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UHTCs. Owing to their high hardness, good corrosion resistance,
and high melting temperature, the carbides of group IVB, VB, and
VIB transition metals are promising candidates for the aforementioned applications [1,3,4]. Of the short list of the known UHTCs,
tantalum carbide and hafnium carbide have two of the highest
melting temperatures of any known materials with Tm ¼ 4041 K
and Tm ¼ 4232 K, respectively; however, they are prone to oxidation
at intermediate temperatures [1]. The diborides of Hf and Zr are
therefore generally considered as the state of the art in UHTCs
when operating in oxidizing environments, even though they melt
at lower temperatures than the carbides [1]. As application demands increase, the short list of current UHTCs cannot fulﬁll all the
necessary requirements and new material composition spaces
must be explored. In this regard, ceramics development has begun
to follow metallurgy in the investigation of high entropy systems.
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The newly developed ﬁeld of high entropy alloys (HEAs) has
garnered much research interest in recent years. In the original
theory of HEAs, the high conﬁgurational entropy of chemically
complex solid solution phases stabilizes them into a single crystalline
phase against the formation of the thermodynamically competing
intermetallics. According to this theory, when the constituent elements are present in equiatomic amounts in a single phase, the
maximum molar conﬁgurational entropy of S ¼ R lnN is obtained,
where R is the gas constant, 8.314 J mol1 K1, and N is the number of
components [5,6]. It is somewhat generally accepted that this molar
conﬁgurational entropy becomes signiﬁcant when there are ﬁve or
more components, which gives S  1.61R [7]. Thus, HEA compositions
typically comprise ﬁve or more chemical species mixed in equimolar
(or close to equimolar) concentrations. It should be noted, however,
that there remains signiﬁcant debate over the term “high entropy
alloy” regarding the actual role that entropy plays in the stability of
the system, as opposed to simply being higher than systems with
fewer components [8]. For instance, a ﬁve-component equiatomic
system that displays a single-phase is not necessarily “entropy stabilized” (i.e., it can be enthalpically stable as well). Further, the entropy value of 1.61R for a ﬁve-component system implies that all the
elements are present in an approximately random solid solution
phase that is mixed on a ﬁrst nearest neighbor scale, which means
that any material that is not homogeneous or that forms multiple
phases is not a HEA; thus the terms multi-principle element alloy
(MPEA) and complex concentrated alloy (CCA) have been recently
applied to these systems [7,9]. For this work, we deem it important to
differentiate between a high entropy material and an entropy stabilized material. A high entropy material implies only that the
conﬁgurational entropy is signiﬁcant, meaning that the elements are
present in a random solid solution phase. An entropy stabilized
material implies that the solid solution phase only exists due to the
high conﬁgurational entropy (i.e. the molar heat of mixing is positive). Regardless of the “role of entropy” debate, the exploration of
the high entropy material space is growing rapidly and signiﬁcant
developments are being made, which are quickly advancing the
understanding of these materials on a fundamental level and accelerating their development for applications as structural materials
[7,8]. To date, a myriad of HEA compositions have been synthesized
and studied, and many have demonstrated exceptional mechanical
and physical properties including high hardness and strength, good
corrosion resistance, and high-temperature stability [6,7,10e14]. The
work has also extended into the ﬁeld of ceramics, where studies of
oxides, carbides, borides, and nitrides are beginning to show promise
for applications such as ultra-high temperature structural materials,
extreme environments, and electronics [15e18].
The ﬁrst bulk, crystalline, entropy stabilized ceramic
(Co0.2Cu0.2Mg0.2Ni0.2Zn0.2)O, was fabricated by Rost et al. [16], illustrating the high temperature entropic stabilization as it required
quenching from sufﬁciently high temperatures for a single phase to
occur, and the transformation was endothermic on heating. This
study also marks one of the ﬁrst and only works to present a systematic investigation of the role that entropy plays in forcing the
formation of a solid solution [19]. Thus, it provides valuable insight
for resolution of the aforementioned “role of entropy” debate. Since
the original work, the (Co0.2Cu0.2Mg0.2Ni0.2Zn0.2)O system and those
based on it (Mg0.2Co0.2Ni0.2Cu0.2Zn0.2)1-x-yGayAxO (where A ¼ Li, Na,
or K), have demonstrated colossal dielectric constants and room
temperature lithium superionic conductivity [17,18]. Recently, in the
ﬁeld of UHTCs, Gild et al. [20] demonstrated successful fabrication of
several crystalline, stoichiometric, high entropy diborides of group
IVB, VB, and VIB refractory transition metals. The diborides showed a
single hexagonal phase, which consisted of alternating layers of
metal and boron nets. There has also been investigation into a variety
of carbide and nitride ﬁlms, which exhibit superior hardness, wear

resistance and oxidation resistance compared to individual constituents [21e27]. The majority of these nitride and carbide ﬁlms, while
exhibiting exceptional properties, are far from the equiatomic compositions that optimize entropic stabilization and often possess an
amorphous structure [7]. Yeh et al. [6] reported fabrication of a single
phase bulk (Cr0.2Nb0.2Ti0.2V0.2W0.2)C high entropy carbide via mechanical alloying and solid-state sintering, but little information is
given on the properties of the material. The present authors [28]
have previously developed and utilized an ab initio entropy
descriptor to synthesize nine different ﬁve-metal carbides, six of
which formed single-phase high entropy materials that demonstrated high hardness values. Recent work done by Castle et al.
[29,30], demonstrated that the four component carbides
(Hf0.25Ta0.25Zr0.25Ti0.25)C and (Hf0.25Ta0.25Zr0.25Nb0.25)C could be
fabricated in bulk, although (Hf0.25Ta0.25Zr0.25Nb0.25)C more easily
formed a single phase. The four component carbides demonstrated
signiﬁcant hardness enhancements over the expected values from
rule of mixtures [29]. The work of Dusza et al. [30] showed that the
(Hf0.25Ta0.25Zr0.25Nb0.25)C material was single phase with no detectable segregation at the micro/nanoscale level. Following the work of
the present authors [28,31], the bulk ﬁve component carbide
(Hf0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2Ti0.2Zr0.2)C was fabricated by Yan et al. [32], which
demonstrated low thermal conductivity and a high elastic modulus
and hardness.
Here we present a systematic study of phase stability and mechanical properties in twelve bulk, equiatomic, ﬁve-metal high entropy carbides, of which eleven have never been reported.
Speciﬁcally, introduction of elements from group VIB, none of which
demonstrate cubic monocarbides at room temperature, allows for
insight into the role of entropy in the stability of the single phase.
Phase purity is examined through XRD, EDS, S/TEM, and EXAFS.
Mechanical properties are presented in terms of hardness and
modulus measured from nanoindentation testing and compared with
rule-of-mixtures predictions based on the ﬁve constituent binary
carbides as well as their relationship to electronic structure through
the valence electron concentration (VEC). The study of a range of
compositions spanning group IVB, VB, and VIB transition metals leads
to a series of materials with different electronic structures, which
allows for analysis of trends relating mechanical properties to electronic structure that can be valuable in future materials design.
2. Methods
2.1. Predicting high entropy compositions
An ab initio technique for determining the effective role of entropy was employed to identify compositions with a high or low
propensity to form a single phase. A thorough discussion of the
technique by the current authors is presented in Ref. [28] and is
outside of the scope of this study, which focuses primarily on the
experimental synthesis and characterization of high entropy carbides. In short, the model employs an entropy descriptor, which allows for the determination of an Entropy Forming Ability (EFA) for
each material composition. To calculate the EFA, a set of 49 conﬁgurations is generated using the partial occupation (POCC) module
[33] of the AFLOW (Automatic FLOW) framework [34]. The energy
distributions of these sets of conﬁgurations are calculated using
density functional theory as implemented in the VASP package [35],
with the Perdew, Burke, Ernzerhof (PBE) parameterization of the
generalized gradient approximations (GGA) exchange-correlation
functional [36], and the AFLOW standard settings [37]. A narrow
distribution indicates a low energy cost to introduce metastable
conﬁgurations (and thus disorder) into the material, whereas a broad
distribution implies a high energy barrier to add conﬁgurations. The
EFA descriptor is inversely proportional to the width of the energy
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distribution, so that a high EFA value corresponds to a composition
that should easily form a single phase.
2.2. Synthesis and sintering
For each of the candidate compositions listed in Table 1, starting
powders of each of the individual carbide compounds (TiC, ZrC,
HfC, VC0.88, NbC, TaC, Mo2C, W2C) (Alfa Aesar, >99.5%
purity, 325mesh) were weighed out in batches of 50 g and hand
mixed. Following hand mixing, the powders were high energy ball
milled (HEBM) in a Spex 8000D shaker pot high energy ball mill
(SpexCertPrep, NJ, USA) using tungsten carbide lined stainless steel
jars and 10 mm tungsten carbide milling media for 2 h in 12 g
batches with 0.1 g stearic acid as lubricant. The milling was performed in 30-min segments with 10-min cool-off periods to
minimize overheating and oxide formation; all milling was performed in an argon atmosphere. The milled powders were
consolidated in 12 g batches via spark plasma sintering (SPS) at
2473 K under a uniaxial load of 30 MPa for 10 min, into 20 mm
pellets using a Thermal Technologies 3000 series SPS (Thermal
Technologies, CA, USA). The entire sintering process was carried out
in a vacuum environment at an initial value of less than 20 mTorr;
ﬁnal sintered pellets measured approximately 4 mm in thickness. A
heating rate of 100 K/min was used throughout the entire ramp to
2473 K for each SPS run, and samples were left to cool to room
temperature in argon following the 10-min dwell at the sintering
temperature. All SPS steps were carried out in graphite die and
plunger sets lined with graphite foil.
2.3. X-ray diffraction and electron microscopy
XRD was done on a Rigaku Miniﬂex diffractometer at 30 kV and
15 mA over a 2q range of 20 e120 with 0.02 steps. SEM and EDS
analyses were conducted on a Thermo Scientiﬁc Apreo electron
microscope at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV. TEM sample preparation was carried out on a Thermo Scientiﬁc Scios Dual Beam FIB.
S/TEM characterization was performed on a Thermo Scientiﬁc Talos
S/TEM at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV.
2.4. Extended X-ray absorption ﬁne structure
The extended x-ray absorption ﬁne structure (EXAFS) data for V,
Nb, Mo, and W was collected on the APS beamline 12-BM at
Argonne National Laboratory (Lemont, IL). Tantalum was not
scanned as the tantalum L absorption edges (TaL1 ¼11,682 eV,
TaL2 ¼ 11,136 eV, TaL3 ¼ 9881 eV) lie too close to the tungsten Ledges (WL1 ¼12,100 eV, WL2 ¼ 11,544 eV, WL3 ¼ 10,207 eV), making
the EXAFS region for Ta inaccessible when W is also within a
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sample composition. The V data was collected using the vanadium
K-edge at 5465 eV, molybdenum using the K-edge at 20,000 eV,
niobium using the K-edge at 18,986 eV and tungsten using the L3edge at 10,207 eV [38]. To reduce noise, each absorber was scanned
a minimum of eight runs, and the reported data is the average after
‘glitch’ removal and background ﬁtting. Initial raw data processing
was carried out in the Athena software package [38]; data ﬁtting to
the theoretical model was conducted using Artemis [38].
2.5. Hardness testing
Hardness and modulus testing was conducted via nanoindentation on a KLA-tencor G200 Nanoindenter (KLA-tencor, CA,
USA). Hardness measurements were performed according to ISO
14577 under a maximum load of 300 mN. In order to produce more
statistically relevant data from the nanoindentation measurements,
the KLA-tencor Express Test software module was employed. This
testing method allows for modulus and hardness measurements at
a rate of approx. 1 per second, thereby enabling very large datasets
to be generated. For analysis of indentation size effects (ISE), which
are known to be present in B1 transition metal carbides [39], an
investigation of the hardness of a 99% dense sample of composition
(Ti0.2Zr0.2Hf0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2)C was done under different loading conditions. The results of the load and indentation depth dependence
of the hardness measurements is given in Supplementary Fig. 1. The
hardness exhibits increased values for measurements made with a
max load under 50 mN (resulting indentation depth of 326 nm). A
load over 50 mN leads to indents large enough to be free of
indentation size effects. Indents above 300 mN show signiﬁcant
scatter due to crack formation and therefore cannot be used to
calculate the modulus and hardness according to the standard
methods of Oliver and Pharr [40]. A load of 300 mN was selected for
testing of the carbide materials in this study. Nanoindentation was
done on each of the binary carbides synthesized in the same
manner as the HECs in this study for generation of rule of mixture
moduli and hardness. Tabulated values for each of the binaries is
included in Supplementary Table 1. Elastic and hardness data for
rocksalt structured MoC were taken from theoretical treatments
presented in Ref. [41], modulus data for rocksalt WC from calculated values in Ref. [42], and hardness for rocksalt WC from
experimental values in Refs. [43,44].
2.6. Carbon combustion analysis
Analysis of the carbon content in each of four samples:
(Ti0.2Hf0.2V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2)C, (Ti0.2V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2W0.2)C, (Ti0.2Zr0.2Hf0.2Ta0.2W0.2)C, and (Ti0.2Hf0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2W0.2)C was done on a Perkin
Elmer 2400 Series II CHNS/O Analyzer with a combustion time of 30 s

Table 1
List of compositions studied, their calculated entropy forming ability, determination of phase composition following experimental synthesis, and lattice parameter from XRD
measurements. If multiple phases were present, reported lattice parameter corresponds to the highest intensity cubic phase.
Composition

EFA

Phase Composition

Secondary Phase

Lattice Parameter, a, (Å)

(Ti0.2Zr0.2Hf0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2)C
(Ti0.2Hf0.2V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2)C
(Ti0.2V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2W0.2)C
(Ti0.2Zr0.2Hf0.2Ta0.2W0.2)C
(Ti0.2Hf0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2W0.2)C
(Ti0.2V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2Mo0.2)C
(Ti0.2Zr0.2Hf0.2Ta0.2Mo0.2)C
(Ti0.2Hf0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2Mo0.2)C
(V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2Mo0.2W0.2)C
(Zr0.2Hf0.2Ta0.2Mo0.2W0.2)C
(Ti0.2Zr0.2Hf0.2Mo0.2W0.2)C
(Zr0.2Hf0.2V0.2Mo0.2W0.2)C

100
100
77
50
67
100
63
83
125
45
38
37

Single Phase
Single Phase
Single Phase
Single Phase
Single Phase
Single Phase
Single Phase
Single Phase
Single Phase
Multiple Phases
Multiple Phases
Multiple Phases

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
(MoxWy)C (orth)
(MoxWy)C (rs)
(MoxWy)C (rs)

4.51(8)
4.42(1)
4.36(2)
4.48(7)
4.44(2)
4.36(1)
4.49(4)
4.44(3)
4.34(0)
4.51(6)
4.45(9)
4.52(6)
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at 975  C. Prior to testing, each sample was hand ground and sifted to
45 mm powder, tests were run in 5 mg powder batches and the
given values are an average of eight runs per sample. A VC0.88 standard was run four times between each sample composition. The
results are presented in Supplementary Table 2.
3. Results
3.1. Phase formation and EFA predictions
The compositions listed in Table 1 are given along with their
calculated EFA values. Compositions with an EFA 50 are shown to
form phase pure high entropy ceramics, while the three compositions with EFA 45 exhibit multiple phases after sintering at
2473 K, suggesting that the cutoff for single phase formation for ﬁve
component carbides at 2473 K lies between EFA values of 45 and 50.
3.2. Structure determination
Initial determination of phase purity is carried out through X-ray
diffraction (XRD) analysis. An example of a detailed investigation of
phase
progression
in
a
sample
of
composition
(Ti0.2Hf0.2V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2)C follows. This sample composition is used as
the example for analysis in XRD, SEM, and S/TEM-EDS throughout.
All other compositions were analyzed in a similar manner with results located in the Supplementary Information. The X-ray diffraction
patterns of a specimen processed via hand mixing, HEBM, and SPS,
collected after each processing step (i.e. hand mixed powder, high
energy ball milled powder, and spark plasma sintered pellet) are
shown in Fig. 1a. Five distinct cubic phases that correlate to the individual precursor powders are observed in the hand mixed powder
specimen in Fig. 1b. After high energy ball milling, similar but
broader peaks are observed, which can be attributed to the particle
size reduction and mechanical alloying resulting from the milling.
After spark plasma sintering, only the peaks from a single rocksalt
phase are observed, indicating that the system has progressed

toward a solid solution with a uniform lattice parameter. The ﬁnal
diffraction pattern is representative of a homogeneous single phase,
to the extent that this can be determined in a laboratory diffractometer. The reﬂections are: (a) narrow in 2-theta (2q) space, (b)
demonstrate clear Ka2 splitting in higher order peaks, and (c) free of
shoulders, reinforcing the conclusion of a chemically homogeneous
structure with a single lattice parameter. The relative intensities for
the ﬁnal patterns of each single-phase carbide match well with the
structure factor calculations for a fully mixed rocksalt phase. Reitveld
reﬁnement (Supplementary Fig. 2) shows a single lattice parameter
of 4.42(1) Å with a c2 of 3.3, indicating a good degree of ﬁtting to the
calculated, chemically mixed phase.
XRD patterns for each of the nine single phase carbide compositions are shown in Fig. 2a, and for the three multiple phase
compositions in Fig. 2b. The compositions that contain only group
IVB and VB transition metals each demonstrate a single phase
following sintering at 2473 K. Similarly, materials that contain four
species from groups IVB and VB and a single group VIB show only a
cubic phase. Three of the four compositions that contain three
group IVB and VB and two group VIB (i.e. both W and Mo) show
multiple phases, however, of particular interest is (V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2Mo0.2W0.2)C, which shows a single phase despite having both Mo
and W in equiatomic amounts. The second phase present in each of
the multiple phase compositions is a Mo and W rich phase. In
(Zr0.2Hf0.2Ta0.2Mo0.2W0.2)C, this second phase is a hexagonal
(MoxWy)C phase, while (Ti0.2Zr0.2Hf0.2Mo0.2W0.2)C exhibits the
primary mixed rocksalt phase and two secondary cubic phases, and
(Zr0.2Hf0.2V0.2Mo0.2W0.2)C exhibits the primary mixed rocksalt and
a single secondary cubic phase. It should be noted that the secondary phase present in the three samples are distinct and not
representative of the hexagonal WC or orthorhombic Mo2C powder.
3.3. Determining homogeneity - microstructure and S/TEM
Following structure determination in XRD, microscale homogeneity must be determined via SEM microstructural imaging.

Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns for the example composition (Ti0.2Hf0.2V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2)C, through (a) each processing step: hand mixed, ball milled, and sintered demonstrating the
progression into a single phase rocksalt material (lattice parameter: a ¼ 4.42 Å; space group: Fm3m, #225; Pearson Symbol: cF8) and (b) high magniﬁcation of the 111 peak of each
of the hand mixed precursor powders and sintered product showing the ﬁnal carbide with the approximate average lattice parameter of the constituents.
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Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction patterns for (a) nine single phase compositions and (b) three multi-phase compositions. Note that the secondary (and tertiary) phases that form in the
multi-phase specimens are different in each of the three compositions.

Example SEM micrographs of the example single-phase
(Ti0.2Hf0.2V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2)C and a multi-phase (Zr0.2Hf0.2Ta0.2Mo0.2W0.2)C sample are given in Fig. 3. Microstructure images for
all twelve compositions are presented in Supplementary Fig. 3. The
microstructure of the multi-phase sample shows clear grain
boundary phase precipitation, while the single-phase sample
demonstrates only orientation contrast and no indications of secondary phases, grain boundary or otherwise, supporting the
conclusion that the rocksalt phase is mixed and homogeneous.
For nano/atomic level microstructure information, example
TEM and STEM-EDS for composition (Ti0.2Hf0.2V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2)C is
given in Fig. 4. The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern
for (Ti0.2Hf0.2V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2)C shows no signs of ordering and no
additional spots, indicative of a secondary phase. The STEM-EDS
exhibits no indication of elemental clustering or phase segregation. While none of the individual techniques fully prove the existence of a fully mixed single-phase material, the combination of
XRD with STEM-EDS and TEM strongly supports that a true high
entropy phase-pure material is formed in both cases.
3.4. Determining homogeneity e EXAFS
For entropy to be a signiﬁcant contributing factor to the stability
of the disordered phase, the structure must be an approximately

ideally mixed and disordered, chemically homogeneous solid solution. To prove this, it must be demonstrated that only a single
crystal structure exists, and that it is homogeneous on any length
scale. XRD probes the d-spacing of crystals on a sample global scale,
but in complex systems it offers little information about the local
chemical distribution. EDS probes the chemical distribution, but it
does so on a micrometer length scale when carried out in a SEM
environment. S/TEM and STEM-EDS studies test the chemical distribution on the angstrom length scale; however, only a very small
amount of the sample can be studied, and therefore these results
may not always be representative of the bulk sample. To determine
the angstrom scale local environment of each element globally in
the sample, EXAFS is the ideal characterization technique.
The results from an EXAFS study of composition
(V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2Mo0.2W0.2)C are presented in Fig. 5. The k2 cI for each
of the V, Nb, and Mo absorbers looks very similar, indicating that
each of the metals has similar local surroundings [16]. Results for W
and Ta are not given due to the aforementioned issues with absorption edge overlap.
Given the complex nature of HECs, veriﬁcation of the local
structure from measured EXAFS data relies on ﬁtting to a theoretical structure model [45]. For a theoretical model of a disordered
material, the degeneracy of the scattering paths can be used to
simulate the random occupancy. In the EXAFS of a rocksalt carbide,

Fig. 3. Backscattered electron micrographs from (left) a single-phase specimen of composition (Ti0.2Hf0.2V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2)C and (right) the example multi-phase specimen of
composition (Zr0.2Hf0.2Ta0.2Mo0.2W0.2)C.
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Fig. 4. (a) TEM and inset selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern, (b) STEM high angle annular dark ﬁeld (HAADF) image and corresponding selected compositional maps
from EDS for a sample of composition (Ti0.2Hf0.2V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2)C. The SAED pattern is free of any additional points from secondary phases or long-range ordering. The compositional
maps for (c) Ti, (d) Hf, (e) V, (f) Nb, and (g) Ta each appear homogeneous on the nanoscale and show no signs of chemical clustering.

the ﬁrst nearest neighbor shell of each metal is carbon with a coordination number of six, and the second nearest neighbor shell is
another metal atom with a coordination number of 12. The scattering paths in EXAFS have a degeneracy, D equal to the coordination number of that atom, therefore for a rocksalt carbide the

single scattering path of the absorber to a metal in the second
nearest neighbor shell would have a degeneracy of 12. For example,
if one were to simulate a V-edge absorber within a vanadium
monocarbide lattice, two single-scattering paths would be
considered e ﬁrst the single scattering event from the vanadium

Fig. 5. XAFS for three of the metal absorbers in a sample of (V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2Mo0.2W0.2)C, measured at the Advanced Photon Source beamline 12-BM after energy normalization and
ﬁtting. The oscillations appear at similar reciprocal spacings and with similar intensity.
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absorber to the surrounding carbon atoms with a degeneracy of 6,
then the single scattering path from the vanadium absorber to the
second nearest neighbor vanadium with a degeneracy of 12. These
two scattering paths would make up the majority of the signal for
the ﬁrst and second shells in the radial distribution function (RDF).
By simulating a theoretical structure with the scattering path
containing multiple different atoms and changing the degeneracy
of each to fractions of the total degeneracy, partial occupancy can
be represented. To do this, ﬁve separate single scattering paths from
the vanadium absorber to the metal are added to the simulation.
Geometrically they are all equivalent, however they assume that
the metal atom is a different species. Each of the paths is weighted
so that the total scattering path weight is D ¼ 12 (i.e. DV ¼ 2,
DNb ¼ 2.5, DTa ¼ 2.5, DMo ¼ 2.5, DW ¼ 2.5). Each of the nonabsorbing atoms are set to 2.5, while the absorber is set to 2 to
simulate true mixing since the absorber would be surrounded by
atoms other than itself. This is carried out with the results shown in
Fig. 6, wherein the plots show the averaged experimental data from
eight runs of the vanadium K-edge absorber in blue and the
attempted ﬁts to theoretical data in red. The second nearest
neighbor shell was simulated as each of the elements, and then the
mixed degeneracy from all ﬁve elements. The theoretical data is
only shown to match the experimental data well when the metal
shell is mixed occupancy and demonstrates signiﬁcant error when
it is modeled as any single metallic species.

transition metal carbides, nitrides and carbonitrides with the B1
structure is maximized when the VEC is equal to 8.4 [46e48]. An
approximately monotonic correlation can be seen between the
hardness and modulus and the VEC in the range from 8.4 to 9.4. As
the VEC increases, the hardness decreases and the elastic modulus
increases. A Pearson (linear) correlation coefﬁcient of r ¼ 0:75
and a Spearman's (rank) correlation coefﬁcient of r ¼ 0:85
demonstrate a negative correlation between hardness and VEC.
Conversely, a Pearson correlation coefﬁcient of r ¼ 0:78 and
Spearman's coefﬁcient of r ¼ 0:65 for modulus and VEC demonstrates a positive correlation. Supplementary Fig. 4 outlines a
comparison of HECs in this study with the results of a comprehensive theoretical calculation from Ref. [48]. A comparison of
strengthening and VEC is given in Supplementary Figure 5a where
strengthening is deﬁned as measured hardness minus the rule of
mixtures predicted hardness. The results show that there is a correlation between the strengthening and the overall electronic
structure of the ﬁnal solid solution. Supplementary Figure 5b
compares the strengthening to the carbon stoichiometry for four
compositions, which demonstrates no noticeable relationship between the carbon content and the hardness increases.

3.5. Mechanical properties

Given the list of compositions presented and the known solubilities of the group IVB, VB and VIB transition metal carbides, many
of the compositions that exhibit single-phase materials are not
surprising. It is well known that the group IVB and group VB carbides all exhibit extended mutual solid substitutional solubility [4].
It may be argued that mixing ﬁve B1 carbides that are all known to
mix, amounts to no signiﬁcant discovery when they are shown to
do so. Hence, the compositions that contain only elements from

The experimental elastic modulus and hardness results for ﬁve
of the single-phase high entropy carbides are reported in Fig. 7
against their valence electron concentration (VEC) and rule of
mixtures (RoM) expected values (tabulated values can be found in
Supplementary Table 1). All HECs show signiﬁcant hardness enhancements over the RoM predicted values. The hardness of

4. Discussion
4.1. Phase formation

Fig. 6. Pseudo-radial distribution function from EXAFS measurements made on a vanadium absorber in a sample of composition (V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2Mo0.2W0.2)C. The second nearest
neighbor shell has a coordination number of 12, and therefore a degeneracy of 12 for the single scattering path. The theoretical ﬁts (red) are attempted for the experimental data
(blue) assuming the second nearest neighbor is a single metal species (W, Ta, Nb, Mo, V, from bottom to top) and then when the scattering path is weighted to be a combination of
the ﬁve different metal species (mixed), which simulates a random distribution of nearest neighbors in the metal lattice. Note that the theoretical model only ﬁts the data when the
metal lattice is modeled as mixed and randomly oriented. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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elements that drive up the enthalpy of formation of the rocksalt
solid solution and destabilize it, it can be argued that the precursors
used (hexagonal W2C and orthorhombic Mo2C) are more stable
than their rocksalt analogues, and therefore would not undergo a
phase transformation. This is likely not the case when considering
the phases present in the ﬁnal multi-phase specimens. The secondary and ternary phases are not the original hex-W2C and Mo2C
that are present in the precursor. In two cases there are only cubic
phases present, however these are in addition to the desired single
rocksalt phase. This suggests that the thermodynamic equilibrium
of the system at 2473 K (sintering temperature) consists of multiple
phases rather than simply the W2C and Mo2C precursors remaining
as remnant phases. The phase stability in each composition containing Mo and W is determined by the ability of the positive
conﬁgurational entropy overcoming the positive enthalpy of formation of the solid solution. In (V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2Mo0.2W0.2)C the
contribution is signiﬁcant enough to overcome the enthalpy at
2473 K, where in (Zr0.2Hf0.2Ta0.2Mo0.2W0.2)C, (Ti0.2Zr0.2Hf0.2Mo0.2W0.2)C, and (Zr0.2Hf0.2V0.2Mo0.2W0.2)C it is not. The ﬁnal carbon stoichiometry for four of the compositions in Supplementary
Table 2 are all within the range of 0.85 and 0.95, which suggests
that the carbon content is not heavily dependent on the initial
carbon content of the precursors, but in a carbon rich sintering
environment above 2273 K each of the compositions approaches an
equilibrium stability. This is not surprising when considering the
maximum stability of carbides falls at a VEC of 8.4, so each sample
will approach a certain substoichiometry that moves the overall
composition closer to this value [46e48].
4.2. Mechanical properties

Fig. 7. (a) Hardness and (b) elastic moduli from nanoindentation (circle markers) on
seven high entropy carbide compositions along with rule of mixture (RoM) values
(square markers) against valence electron concentration (VEC). RoM values were
calculated from experimental data in the current study and theoretical and experimental treatments in Refs. [41e44] for MoC and WC. Error bars are one standard
deviation from 100 indents per sample.

group IVB and VB are likely enthalpically stable and are termed
high entropy carbides, but not entropy stabilized carbides. However, the inclusion of the group VIB elements, which show limited
solubility within the group IVB and VB metal carbides allows for a
study of the effect of entropy in stabilizing the single phase. The EFA
value for the composition (V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2Mo0.2W0.2)C is high indicating that the material should have a high entropic contribution
and should easily form a single phase despite having both W and
Mo. The inclusion of these two elements likely drives the system to
instability on an enthalpic basis, so the formation of a single phase
shows evidence for entropic stabilization. Experimental synthesis
shows that (V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2Mo0.2W0.2)C does in fact easily form a
random solid solution, providing evidence that the phase stability
is a result of the high conﬁgurational entropy overcoming a positive
enthalpy of formation, making this a true entropy stabilized material in the vein of the (Co0.2Cu0.2Mg0.2Ni0.2Zn0.2)O oxide [16,45].
Further investigation of this composition is warranted and ongoing,
including a so called “N-1” study, which involves removing a single
element and determining if the four component systems maintain
single phase stability, and calorimetry for determination of an
endothermic phase transformation. As W and Mo are clearly the

The hardness enhancement in high entropy carbides has been
reported in the preliminary works by the present authors [28,31],
Castle et al. [29], and Yan et al., [32]. Solid solution strengthening
undoubtedly has an effect on the mechanical performance of the
alloys, however certain alloys display signiﬁcant enhancements over
the rule of mixtures predicted values, which cannot be fully
explained by traditional solid solution strengthening mechanisms
(i.e. dislocation inhibition by solute atoms). The complex nature of
the d-orbital bonding in the transition metal nitrides and carbides is
still not fundamentally well understood, which makes a true calculation of solid solution strengthening effects unattainable [49]. It has
even been suggested in transition metal carbides and nitrides with
the B1 structure, that the mechanical properties, such as hardness,
depend more signiﬁcantly on the nature of the bonding than on the
microstructural features [3,46e48]. This implies that the hardness of
the solid solution of ﬁve transition metal carbides will likely
demonstrate dependence both on the mechanical properties of the
individual constituents within the solid solution, and on the overall
electronic structure of the ﬁnal phase. Hence, a comparison of the
hardness and modulus of each of the carbides to the VEC can reveal
the contribution of the electronic mechanism behind the hardness
enhancements. The results show agreement with the ab initio study
in Ref. [48], that the hardness of carbides decreases as a function of
VEC from 8.4 to 9.4. The modulus of the HECs is shown to increase
with VEC, which is seemingly in contrast to what is normally reported, however the comparison to the modulus data
(Supplementary Fig. 4) shows that the modulus of the ternary nitrides and carbonitrides increases for most materials up to a
maximum near VEC 9 then decreases to a VEC of 11. Further characterization of HECs with VEC greater than 9.4 (the maximum in this
study) could determine whether the modulus begins to decrease. It
has also been shown both experimentally and through theoretical
investigations that the toughness of B1 structured transition metal
carbides and nitrides increases with increasing VEC [50,51]. This is
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demonstrated in studies that explore the different deformation
mechanisms that lead to the mechanical properties of HfC and TaC.
HfC and TaC are similarly structured and bonded ceramics, yet TaC
shows signiﬁcant plasticity and dislocation formation and motion
when deformed at room temperature, while HfC shows very little
plasticity by comparison [52,53]. The work of De Leon et al. in
Ref. [53] attributes this to the difference in electronic structure that
leads to an intrinsic stacking fault in TaC, which promotes dissociation of dislocations into partials on the {111} and causes the dominant slip system to be the a/2<110>{111}, while in HfC the a/2<110>
{110} system is dominant. The work of Castle et al. [29] agrees that
comparison of the hardness of four component solid solution carbides to the rule of mixtures average of the binary constituents is not
warranted, as different electronic structures lead to different slip
conditions. The experimental results across the ﬁve component
compositions in this study reveal that the high entropy carbides do
show a general trend of decreasing hardness and increasing modulus
with increasing VEC, however there also exists signiﬁcant deviations
amongst multiple systems with the same VEC. For instance, the
compositions (Ti0.2Hf0.2V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2)C and (Ti0.2Zr0.2Hf0.2Ta0.2W0.2)
C each have a VEC of 8.6, while their hardness values are 29 GPa and
33 GPa, respectively. This suggests that the deformation mechanisms
and, therefore, mechanical properties are at least partially dependent
on the electronic structure, but the VEC parameter may be an oversimpliﬁcation of the electronic density of states, which depends on
the structure and bonding characteristics of each of the constituent
elements and carbon. Further, as also suggested by Castle et al. [29],
traditional solid solution strengthening likely does have an effect on
the overall hardness measured in high entropy carbides and an
analysis of trends over a range of VECs as well as trends over a range
of compositions with the same VEC can allow for isolation of hardness increases from solid solution effects and hardness increases
from electronic effects. Although a clear model for solid solution
strengthening is a difﬁcult task in HECs, since they are all ﬁvecomponent, equiatomic solid solutions we can justify that they
would all show similar strengthening over the rule of mixtures
average of the binaries regardless of the electronic structure. When
comparing strengthening to VEC (Supplementary Figure 5a), however, there is a clear relationship, which reinforces that there is more
than just solid solution strengthening effects and that different solutions exhibit different deformation mechanics that are dependent
on the average electronic structure of the solid solution. Clearly,
further work regarding the complete electronic density of states of
each complex composition and its relationship to the deformation
mechanisms is warranted and ongoing. The dependence of the mechanical properties on the electronic state of the material, however,
gives a route to further tunability of mechanical properties of carbides and the exploration of the high entropy composition space
gives access to a new library of electronic states that may be inaccessible via simply binary and ternary carbides.

5. Conclusion
This study explores phase formation in twelve different ﬁvemetal high entropy carbide ceramic compositions. Nine of the
twelve compositions are determined to be single-phase solid solutions when sintered at 2473 K. We conclude that:
 These materials represent an exploration of a new composition
space in ceramics that may lead to improved UHTCs.
 Addition of tungsten and molybdenum into systems with three
group IVB or VB transition metals lowers the chance of forming a
single phase, however systems can be synthesized that form a
single phase with both Mo and W.
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 The phase stability depends on a trade-off between enthalpy
and entropy, and we ﬁnd evidence for entropic stabilization
(rather than simply high entropy) in the composition
(V0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2Mo0.2W0.2)C,
which
warrants
further
investigation.
 Single-phase materials were homogeneous on multiple length
scales from characterization in XRD, SEM-EDS, S/TEM-EDS, and
EXAFS analysis.
 The high entropy transition metal carbides show signiﬁcantly
enhanced hardness over the weighted average of the binary
constituents. Comparison to the average of the binary constituent carbides is ineffective in predicting hardness
enhancements.
 The mechanical properties follow theories of electronic structure mechanisms in carbides and nitrides, and support trends of
hardness decreasing with increasing valence electron
concentration.
 Evidence shows that enhanced mechanical properties are not
dependent on entropic stabilization and can be exploited as long
as the material is randomly mixed (a true high entropy) material
(i.e. they must be high entropy rather than just multicomponent, but do not necessarily need to be entropy stabilized).
However, the discovery of entropically-stabilized phases may
lead to enhanced properties previously unattainable at high
temperatures.
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